Beloved Brothers and Sisters,
All my books are being made available to you free of charge as an e-book, so that anyone who
cannot afford them still have the opportunity to benefit from the information! God’s Work is free and
no-one can be placed in a position of denial for profit making purposes! This aspect is clearly defined
in the Elemental Grace Alliance – The God Awakening Book 1.
I also have a Word Press Blog Site that you may be interested in and now a You Tube page. Both of
which you will find details of upon the ‘BEES AND BLOGS’ Page within the Website.

http://www.elementalgracealliance.com/
https://elementalgracealliance.wordpress.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/pmelchizedek
For those who have not yet read the Introduction to Book 2, about the EGA Divine Plan and why
these books have been written in the way they have then I invite you to the Website to read this
information, It is very interesting indeed. Follow the Button marked "Antahkarana/EGA - El Morya".
http://www.elementalgracealliance.com/egabook2antahkarana.html
Please know that this Journey is not for everyone, but, if you have found your way to The elemental
Grace Alliance, know that ‘Your I Am Presence’ has led you to it for a reason. That reason shall be
your Mission to Discover Its Truth for you, through your own link through Love In Action, with your
Creator! Discernment here is your greatest tool within the New Cosmic Consciousness of the New 7th
Golden Age that we are now fully embedding ourselves in. In the Book Brotherhood – A Call To
Service by Joseph Benner, The I Am Presence says;

‘When a Message comes containing an opportunity for Real Service, and disclosing a Real Plan and a
Real Work for the helping of your brothers; not some vague high sounding ideal, but a Definite
Practical Work that your Soul recognizes, and your Heart leaps toward in glad response; know that
such response is My Voice calling you to the Work I have been preparing you for, and you need not
question or doubt, for your Soul commands you to obey’.
I would love to hear from you anytime with your thoughts feelings, comments or reviews. All these
help me to ascertain how the Discourses are being received within those being guided to them! How
do you see it all unfolding and maybe you have thoughts, ideas and visions that you are now coming
into awareness of?
The following is to share with you an aspect of both the Book and The E-Book called The Elemental
Grace Alliance.
It is very well documented toward the end of the Discourses that:1. This book has been specifically written to be used as a book of Activation Encodements that have
been filtered in accordance with each person’s resonance through Their Own I Am Presence. These
Encodements are designed to assist in the release of Inner Pressures within our 4 lower bodies that
have been deeply suppressed within our 4 bodies. They can be either conscious or subconscious
programs and old belief patterns and can be brought forward into this lifetime from past lives or even
beings brought back from future lives! They can be race, cultural, community, group, family or friends
conscious programs that you have adopted, willingly or unwillingly!
But if you have come here to step into your I Am Presence and Ascend in this lifetime, then you need
to know this before you begin to read this book! So I would invite you to begin as you intend to
finish; enter this Journey of the Soul in Communion with Your I Am Presence and God, for these
Encodements will not effect you in any way at their potentialities, unless you do!

2. These Discourses will with your permission, bring all types of things, that no longer serve you to
the surface for Release and Healing, and as you will discover from my releases described within the
book from time to time, similar adjustments and recalibrations may just work in and through your 4
lower bodies for your Highest Long Term Good. Please be aware and conscious of what ever comes
up, call in your I Am Presence to help; or let me know and I will do my best to guide you or help you
to work through it. Remember you are here because you were Guided here by your I Am Presence,
so nothing shall be given to you to work through that you are not ready to Be Victorious over!
What other advise can I give at this time?
Listen to your Heart and reinforce your Connection with your I Am Presence within, The Christ within
You, the God In You, and take as much time to rest as possible. Filters are always put in place so as
to not impose upon anyone who is not ready to touch the Higher Resonant Light Patterns of Love
Substance held within this Book! This Book is a Ring Passeth Not, a natural Universal Law that says
you cannot pass into the next levels of Consciousness before you have fully transcended the last level
of Consciousness. Makes sense, don’t you feel? One may think that they are ready, but that may not
be the Whole Truth for the Truth Knows all and in so doing applies the Universal Laws of Love or
Divine Consciousness to All and there are no exceptions!
Through One's I Am Presence, the DNA shall be triggered on whatever levels of Consciousness that
each person is at presently radiating upon, and shall incrementally increase through triggers as each
is Encodement is consciously accepted and integrated. It is important not to push through the book
but to listen to the Inner Voice of Your Heart as to when to stop and rest and when to move on!
Stop when you feel the need to put is aside for a while and integrate and start again when you feel
the call to do so. There is a very specific order through the Discourses, so one cannot really jump
ahead without first integrating the ones before! By al means open the book randomly, to get a
message or two, and maybe that is all you shall need along your Path! But the whole Book is a Map
of sorts. So use your discretions as to how you proceed and the preparations you need along the
Journey!
So be aware of these things and take it very slowly, Be Kind and Gentle with yourself. God already
Knows Who has been drawn to His/Her Plan here and who is reading and absorbing and who is not.
All Those Higher Intelligences around you NOW, are there ONLY to LOVE you and assist you in
becoming more and more familiar with your CHRISTED SELF!
Now that you are aware of The Elemental Grace Alliance, be sure to visit and spend some valued time
looking through the information there. I am Highly recommending that at the same time you are
reading the Book, take some time to read the Works of Joseph Benner especially “The Impersonal
Life” and “The Way Out”! Also the Christ Letters will change your old belief programs on religions and
these too will assist in expanding your Consciousness into the Greater Awareness of Truth!
There is so much information upon the net, what I have tried to do is to condense it down within
these parameters of thinking that not only relate to your Ascension into the Christ Consciousness and
the being one of the Second Coming, but who wish to take part in a more dedicated and committed
Reality for the Greatest Good of All Concerned.
The Elemental Grace Alliance is not the only way, that is clear and very well understood, but its
Divine Design has been sanctioned, Consecrated and Inaugurated by Higher Intelligence and Light
Beings within God’s Creations. It is up to you to make the relative discernments as to your part in it,
or your desire to continue or not as to these potentialities!
One more thing, I know this is a major read as E-Book, being such a big file for the computer. To
save my eyes and intent ed focus for any length of duration, what I have done, which has been so
amazing for me, is to download a free Speech To Text program called Natural Speaker. I use the
voice of Ryan that suits my ears best (There are women Voices available also for the female parts of
the Discourses) and so it then becomes a audio book! Here is the link!

http://www.naturalreaders.com/index.html
One tip here. Copy and paste from the Docx or Pdf file only approximately what you want to read in
a session, for if you download the whole book at once, there is too much gap between the sentences.
And although you can adjust the speed of the reading voice, it still has that gap between
sentences. Just a thought! You can upgrade the program that indeed improves all the features of the
Reader program, it is not expensive and allows you to tweak the speak and many other things. Very
good advice if this sort of thing feels right for you!
I have sent out the PDF file but if you prefer or desire the Docx file simply ask!
If I can be of any assistance at all anytime, don’t hesitate to call!

“The ultimate expression of your Godliness occurs every time you raise the vibration of your
thoughts, those of the collective and matter of all densities and structures. In these moments of
Supreme Awareness, you are not ‘playing at’ being God, You Are God’s, God’s of the Earth Kingdoms
and God’s of the Universe, breathing Your Souls into the Matrix.” The Sirian High Council through
Patricia Cori.

Beloved Brothers and Sisters and Of The Light! All this is about Raising your Vibration Frequencies.
The Call is being Given, are you ready to take your Next Step as a Divine Creator at the Higher
Levels?
You are indeed, because Your I Am Presence has led you to these Discourses!
In Love and Light
Peter

